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ABSTRACT
Modern critical infrastructures are increasingly turning into
distributed, complex Cyber-Physical systems that need proactive protection and fast restoration to mitigate physical or
cyber incidents or attacks. Addressing the need for early
stage threat detection against physical intrusion, the paper
presents two physical security sensors developed within the
DEFENDER project for detecting the intrusion of drones and
humans using video analytics. The continuous stream of media data obtained from the region of vulnerability and proximity is processed using Region based Fully Connected Neural Network deep-learning model. The novelty of the proposed system relies in the processing of multi-threaded media input streams for achieving real-time threat identification. The video analytics solution has been validated using NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 for drone detection and
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 Max-Q Design for detecting human intruders. The experimental test bed for the validation of
the proposed system has been constructed to include environments and situations that are commonly faced by critical infrastructure operators such as the area of protection, tradeoff
between angle of coverage against distance of coverage.
Index Terms— Region based Fully Connected Neural
Network (RFCN), Intrusion detection, Deep-learning, Critical Infrastructure Security
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern critical infrastructures are increasingly turning into
distributed, complex Cyber-Physical systems that need proactive protection and fast restoration to mitigate physical or
cyber incidents or attacks, and most importantly combined
cyber-physical attacks, which are much more challenging and
it is expected to become the most intrusive attack. Addressing the challenges faced by the critical infrastructure operators especially responsible for the production and distribution of energy services, DEFENDER1 project has developed
several cyber-physical detectors and operational blueprints to
safeguard the future European Critical Energy Infrastructure
1 https://defender-project.eu/

(CEI) operation against new and evolving threats. In complementary to the cyber threats, the nature of physical threats is
compounded by the use of drones in addition to the human
intrusion against the infrastructure with malicious intent. Addressing the threat posed by the physical intrusion, the paper
presents the design and validation of two detectors capable of
identifying the intruders and signal the command centre of the
threat presented. An overview of the design of two detectors
is presented in Figure 1. The figure on the left showcases the
installation of the drone detector with the use of dual-camera
system, which combines the use of region based fully connected neural network (RFCN) [1] with Canny edge detector
[2] for drone detection. The detector on the right showcases
the installation of the human detector on the fence of the critical infrastructure. The objective of the paper is to outline in
detail the operational efficiency of both detectors for detecting
the malicious intruders against the infrastructure.

Fig. 1. Detector installation
In the literature there are several examples of deeplearning based intrusion detection. The single-shot object detection model YOLOv2 was used in [3]. Faster R-CNN [4]
with two different backbone ZFNet and VGG16 was investigated in [5]. A drone detection and tracking framework
was proposed in [6] and the detection part used RFCN with
ResNet101. In [7] an artificial images dataset was generated and trained by Faster R-CNN with ResNet101 to address
sparse datasets. The computer vision based detector provides
accurate determination of intruder objects (both drones and
humans) thus enhancing the security protocols of the critical
infrastructure operator. The rest of the paper is structured as
follows. In Section 2, an overview of the proposed drone detector is presented. In the Section 3, an outline of the human
intruder detection is presented based on the video analytics.
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Finally, Section 4, summarises the performance evaluation
of both detectors on detecting malicious intruders. The paper
summaries the findings and lays out a roadmap for the future
research direction in Section 6.
2. DRONE INTRUSION DETECTOR
The development in the field of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) applications offer possible civil and public domain applications in which single or multiple UAVs may be used.
At the same time, it is also critical to realise the potential
of misuse by malicious agents and the impact it can have
on economic activities. The magnitude of such threats only
compounds when the attack is carried out against critical infrastructure. Addressing the need for an early detection system, the functional specification of the drone detector considers two operational states (i) sense objects at the horizon
and (ii) detect and recognise the object for deploying countermeasures. To achieve this objective, the system implementation contains four components, namely (i) situation awareness module, (ii) Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) platform, (iii) multiclass drone classifier using deep-learning, and (iv) alert command center as presented in Figure 2. At beginning, there
are two camera, a static camera and a PTZ camera, streaming
their video to the system and being aligned at first. The situation awareness module is operate based on the static camera
videos to monitor intruders. The PTZ platform consist of a
pan-tilt platform with the camera that supports programmatic
control of the focal length of the lens. The PTZ signals are
processed by the Raspberry Pi for activating the appropriate
binary bits interfaced with the servo motors for accurately positioning the platform. The continuous media stream captured
by the PTZ camera is transmitted to the analytic component,
where the media is processed using the deep-learning network
framework for detecting drone and subsequently identify the
intruders at the horizon. If the intruder is detected as a drone,
the command center will post the situation of the detection
and the intrusion evidence. The installation process involves
the setup of the detector at the perimeter of the infrastructure.
The next step is to configure the operational environment of
the detector, which includes the identification of region of attack against the background by aligning both static and PTZ
cameras. Subsequently two operating states have been considered by the analytics component and a third state for signalling Raspberry Pi with PTZ instructions.
As the objective of the detector is to provide security for
the maximum field of view, the focal length of the static camera is maintained at a minimum. Therefore, the amount of
pixel variations captured by the camera is limited to a small
region in the image, with effectively few pixel changes. With
such a level of low quantity of information available, the
deep-learning networks are not able to successfully process
the video resulting in the detection. Therefore, the proposed
system uses one of the classical vision based techniques for

Fig. 2. Building blocks of the drone detector
edge detection namely Canny algorithm [2] to identify the potential objects appearing on the horizon. The operation of the
algorithm is summarised in Equation 1, which uses a Gaussian filter to smooth the image and remove noise.
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The equation corresponds to a (2k + 1) × (2k + 1) Gaussian
filter kernel. The kernel is convoluted with the image to remove high-frequency variations. Subsequently, the image is
processed with a Sobel kernel across both vertical and horizontal directions. The derivative in vertical direction (Gy )
and horizontal direction (Gx ) results in the determination of
the edge gradient for each pixels:
q
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(3)
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Following the intensity gradient assigned for each pixel,
a threshold is applied above which the pixels are treated as
containing an edge, while the pixels below the threshold are
ignored. The rest of those will be decided depends on their
connectivity. It is important to choose appropriate threshold
for better edge result. After getting the edge, the dilation is
operated by Equation 5. The maximizing operation enlarge
the edges to be an entire foreground.
dst(x, y) =

max

(x0 ,y 0 ):element(x0 ,y 0 )6=0

src(x + x0 , y + y 0 )

(5)

The bounding box is generated by finding contour of the
foreground. The outcome is presented in Figure 3. The localisation of the intruder object to a specific grid in the image captured with the minimal focal length facilitates the analytics component to single the Raspberry Pi and the camera to gather additional information from the respective grid
through the pan-tile and zoom operation. The implementation
of the drone detection process includes the use of RFCN deeplearning network [1]. The architecture of RFCN is divided
into three sub-network: (1) feature extraction, (2) region proposal generation and (3) final classification and bounding box

Fig. 5. Results of intruder detection
Fig. 3. Intruder object localisation using the edge detection
and dilation algorithm
regression. The feature extractor helps to learn the appearance feature of the whole image. The method used is ResNet
101 which has been pre-trained on ImageNet database [8]. An
example of the detection outcome is presented in Figure 4. A
detailed description of the drone detection is presented in [6].

method
motion detection
Canny (30,100)
Canny + sharpen
Canny (15,300) + sharpen

max distance (m)
80
160
200
220

ratio
58
116
146
160

Table 1. The capability regards to the method.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Fig. 4. The result of the drone detection following the PTZ
operation using RFCN network

3. HUMAN INTRUSION DETECTION
In addition to the threat posed by the drones, the physical
threat posed by humans for gaining unlawful entry into the
critical infrastructure also presents an imminent danger. Addressing the challenge of gaining situational awareness in the
proximity of the infrastructure, DEFENDER security framework integrates the RFCN deep-learning network based on
the ResNet101 feature extractor [1]. The situational awareness component is modelled to translate the geo-location of
the malicious intruder in the proximity of the infrastructure
perimeter to generate events for which appropriate countermeasures can be deployed in time. An instance of the example of intruder detection against the infrastructure fence is
presented in Figure 5.

The evaluation of the proposed system is presented against
two key metrics, the long-range distance against which the
PTZ operation is triggered followed by the performance of the
drone detector implemented using RFCN network. The attack
against the infrastructure was simulated using DJI Phantom 3
drone which belongs to the class of mini-drones. The evaluation of the distance at which the objects appearing in the
horizon are summarised in Table 1. The evaluation of the proposed approach is presented against the maximum distance at
which the ratio of the suspicious object is computed against
the overall frame size. The proposed system is able to detect
the appearance of malicious drone object at 220 meters in the
line of sight of the detector.
4.1. Drone detection accuracy
The evaluation protocols used for drone detection is Average Precision (AP) [9] which is the summary of the shape
of the precision/recall curve. The experimental results were
carried out on a set of video footage captured in the urban
environment with DJI Phantom 3 Standard piloted from the
point of attack. A total of 39 attack simulations were created
with each attack ranging between 6 to 117 seconds resulting in a cumulative of 12.36 minutes of drone flights. The
proposed RFCN Resnet101 network performance has been
compared against three other deep-learning network models,
namely SSD Mobilenet [10], SSD Inception v2 [11] and
Faster RCNN Resnet101 [4]. The result comparison is shown
in Table 2.

method
SSD Mobilenet [12, 10]
SSD Inception v2 [11]
Faster RCNN Resnet101 [4]
RFCN Resnet101

AP
30.39%
7.78%
69.49%
81.16%

Table 2. Drone detection accuracy.

4.2. Human intrusion detection accuracy
The operational efficiency of the human intruder detection is
presented in 5. The evaluation of the system performance included the computational latency required for the detector to
send notifications to the command centre on the appearance of
intruders and the evolution of the threats sequence in time. To
facilitate the deployment of the countermeasures against the
threat the alert sent to the command centre based on the event
are separated by 20 seconds. Based on the evolution of the
threat, from the proximity of the infrastructure to the approach
of the perimeter, the status flag embedded within the alerts
are changed from LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH and VERY HIGH.
The experimental evaluation of the detector carried out in the
DEFENDER field trail, yielded an accuracy of 96.7% in the
person detection.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the operational prototype of two physical sensors for the detection of intruder drones and human have been
presented. The novelty of the drone detector lies in the ability to detect objects appearing on the horizon using the static
camera and classify the objects using video data obtained
from the PTZ camera. The programmatic control of the focal
length of PTZ camera is calculated from the position of drone
estimated from the static camera. The signalling of the PTZ
platform also leads to the compensation of 3-degrees of freedom in which the malicious drone is piloted. The human intrusion detector is able to generate situational awareness from
the person detection model. The future work will continue
to investigate approaches to compute the distance which can
be used to deploy mitigating strategies for the infrastructure
security.
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